FIELDS.
A space time (^n»i » g) is a C 00 manifold endowed with a lorentzian metric, that is a pseudo riemannian metric of signature ( -. + . + . . . . ) .
We denote by Pa C°° principal bundle with base V^^ and group a Lie group G . We suppose that G admits a non-degenerate bi-invariant metric, for instance is the product of abelian and semi-simple groups.
The Lie algebra 0 admits then an Ad invariant non degenerate scalar product, denoted by a dot, which enjoys the property : remark : There is a scalar product in the fibers of P^ Q . deduced from the Ad invariant scalar product on 9 .
The curvature 0 of the connection oj considered as a 1-form on P is We also say that F is a 2-form on V^^ of type (Ad . Q) .
In local coordinates on V^^^ , and for a choice of a basis (£^) of Q a representative of F has components F'^ given bŷ = ^ A?. -^ AX . C^ A^ A^ .
where C^ are the structure constants of G .
In addition to the Yang-Mills field, many physical theories consider a scalar multiple! or "Higgs field". 
A particular case when G is itself a unitary group U(N) in matrix representation is r(u^) .^ = u^ ^j, . action of u^ on 4^ G ^ .
In all cases, we have a scalar product in the fibers of P rd educed from the hermitian scalar product in ^ , invariant under the unitary group.
COVARIANT DERIVATIVES.
We call P-tensor a differentiable section of a vector bundle Its covariant derivative is :
2' If G is a unitary group U(N) . and the Higg's field is a section of the vector bundle P ." with fiber C^ the representation space (i d . C" ) of G . then :
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EQUATIONS AND IDENTITIES.
The simplest way to obtain intrinsic equations for the fields is to derive them from an intrinsic lagrangian. The physical lagrangian densities, leading to second order equations for the potential A and the field 't' , are of the form :
where the dot denotes the scalar product in the fibers of the relevant vector bundles and
V is some smooth function (self interaction potential).
We shall moreover suppose that V(0) = 0 . The case V(0) ^ 0 (for instance the "cosmic strings) can be treated by alterations of the present method, or by working directly in local spaces.
The stationnary points (A . *t') of the lagrangian of density (3.1). 
2° Higgs equation, (r , C 1^) valued scalar equation on V^^^ :
where V is the derivative of V .
It is well known that the Yang-Mills field, curvature of the Yang-Mills potential A , satisfies the Bianchi identity : ) and automorphisms of P (with induced transformations on the associated bundles). The "conservation" (3«o) of the current J is a consequence of the second invariance. The first invariance leads to the conservation of the stress energy tensor which we shall use later.
for a priori estimates.
. CAUCHY PROBLEM.
We suppose, in this article, that the manifold V , is of the type S x IR . with S,_ = S x {t} space like for g . and x x {IR} time like.
We denote by X the tangent to x x {IK} , and by n the normal to S^ .
Adapted local coordinates will be x° = t , and (x') . i = l , . . . . n .
local coordinates in S .
The Cauchy problem for a Y.M.H. system is the determination of a solution from data on the submanifold Sy E S x {0} . These data are Cauchy data. where the dot denotes the interior product between T* V and TV defined by the metric g ) ;
3°F
.nl^ = E "o becomes a hyperbolic system with domain of dependance determined by the null cone of the metric, in order to satisfy the relativistic causality requirement. Since we are interested in non trivial bundles P , we shall adopt the active view point for gauge transformations. that is we consider them as automorphisms of P . The temporal gauge for a potential A will be defined with respect to some given smooth potential A on V^^ .
Definition : The potential A is said to be in A-temporal gauge, if the vector (A -A)^ of type (Ad . 5) is orthogonal to the time line.
that is :
(6.1) A^ -AQ = 0 .
In the case where P is trivial, it is possible to work with representations globally defined on V^^ . and to choose A such that its representative is zero.
Lemma : For an arbitrary potential A , there is an automorphism of P , such that its transform by this automorphism is in A-temporal gauge.
Proof : We want to find a mapping u ; Vyi^i ~* ^ suc^ that the (Ad , 9) valued scalars Ay and Ap are linked by. in physicist notation :
this is a differential equation for u which can be solved from initial data on S , for instance uig = n . the unit of G (cf. I. Segal (1979) tor the case V^, = M" 41 , Ay = 0 ) .
The Y.M. equations truncated by the A-temporal gauge do not appear at first sight as a hyperbolic system. We set :
We have, by a straightforward computation :
where V is the riemannian, and A covariant derivative, and F the curvature of A ; then :
In A temporal gauge, B^ = 0 . and the Yang-Mills equations with unknown B split into the constraint : 
the operator on the B^ s in these equations is not hyperbolic, it is a non diagonal operator with multiple characteristics : its characteristic cone at a point of Vn*i ls ( n ~ ^-) copies of the null cone of the metric g and two copies of the tangent to the time line.
We obtain a hyperbolic operator for B^ by combining equations (6.5) and (6.6). If (6.5) and (6.6) are satisfied, Bj satisfies a system of the form :
where the h^ depend on the B,' s , and their derivatives only up to second order. The equations (6.7) together with the equations for the Higgs field form at each point of V^^ . and in any representation a hyperbolic system in Leray's sense, with characteristic cone one copy of the null one and one copy of the tangent to the time line, interior to the null cone by hypothesis, the domain of dependance is therefore determined by that cone.
REGULARLY HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS.
The Leray theory of hyperbolic systems is formulated for sets of numerical valued functions over a manifold V^^ . Such a system is globally hyperbolic, if it is hyperbolic at each point, and the set of time like paths (i. e. with future tangent interior to the future characteristic cone. the manifold is supposed to be "time oriented") is empty or compact, in the set of paths. When the system is semi linear, the characteristics, hence the global hyperbolicity, does not depend on the solutions. When moreover the outer sheet of the characteristic cone is the null cone of g , the hyperbolic system is globally hyperbolic if, and only if, the manifold (V^ , g) is globally hyperbolic. It is known (Geroch, 1969) that V^^ is then a product S x IR with S^ = S x {t} space like and {x} x IR time like.
We shall make somewhat stronger hypothesis on (V^^ . g) . which we shall call "regular hyperbolicity".
A manifold (V^^ , g) will be said to be regularly hyperbolic (it is then globally hyperbolic), if ;
is the direct product of a smooth manifold S of dimension n and (R . Their tangent vector is denoted by X . g(X , X) < 0. We suppose that:
(a) There exist numbers a > 0 and P > 0 such that. on V ^ : (5.1) a < lg(X , X) 1^ < lg(X . n) I < ft .
Remark : On a lorentzian manifold with our signature hypothesis, we always have. since X and n are time like and future directed (increasing t ) :
We set N = -g(X , n) (lapse function).
(b) The properly riemannian metrics g^ . induced on each S^ by the metric g . are all uniformly equivalent to some smooth riemanninn metric g : there exists k^ > 0 and k^ > 0 such that :
(5.3) k^ g (^ , TI) < g^ . -n) < k^ g (^ .
•n) . v r e I R . s. . ^ e TS
We suppose the metric g has a non zero injectivity radius (hence is complete).
We have :
Lemma : On a regularly hyperbolic manifold, there exists a smooth properly riemannian metric e defined by the contravariant tensor (recall g(X . n) = -N ) :
(5.^) e^ = g^ + N(X ® n + n ® X) .
GAUGE INVARIANT SOBOLEV SPACES.
Local existence theorems for the solutions of the Cauchy problem for sections of bundles over V^^ of the type considered in previous paragraphs can be obtained by working with representatives in open sets U c V^^ over which P is trivialized, for which the usual theorems with ordinary Sobolev spaces apply, and using uniqueness theorems to glue together these solutions. However, it is more in the spirit of the theory to work with gauge invariant objects, and it becomes fundamental for the proof of global existence theorems.We first define the Sobolev space W^ for tensors of type (Ad , 9) or (r , C^ on (S , g) . given some smooth Yang-Mills potential a on S .We now suppose the Ad-invariant scalar product in 0 positive definite. 
9. LOCAL EXISTENCE. 
Hence a solution in Eg (T) is a limit of solutions in C^°(T) .
Remark : The proof that we have given is valid only for s > 2 ; it is no further restriction than s > -if n > 1 . For n = 1 , one can prove the following corollary :
Corollary : In the case n = 1 , the solution exists on V.p , T small enough if :
The solution is in Eg(T) . if the data are respectively in H and The equations we solved are, in addition to the Higgs equation (3.5):
It can be proved, using (9.1). (3.5). and the identities (3.7). that the fp. satisfy a linear homogeneous system which take zero Cauchy data if the original Cauchy data satisfy the constraint.
ENERGY ESTIMATE.
Standard reasonning shows that the solution will exist on V . if we can find a continuous function C on 1R such that any local solution The energy momentum vector relative to X is :
(10.2) p 01 = Tj? X^ . and the energy density relative to S,_ is found to be :
where the norms at a point of V^ of a P-tensor is taken in the positive definite scalar products deduced from the Ad-invariant product in Q and from the properly riemannian metric (5.4) on V T he energy density is positive if :
which we shall suppose from now on.
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The energy at time t exists, for It I < T . if the fields F and Vt* as well as V(14'1 2 ) are in Eg (T) , and is given by :
•Js.
We suppose from now on that :
The energy is then defined for fields whose support has a compact trace in S^ . These inequalities lead to estimates :
when such estimates are known for F and W* .
The estimates in Eg -norm of B . F , 4* , Vt> is not sufficient to obtain an estimate of W , and is not sufficient to have global existence even for n = 1 .
SECOND ENERGY ESTIMATE.
To bound the derivatives VP and V 2 «t» , one considers the 2-tensor This inequality, inserted in (11.1), will lead, when the estimate of y(t) from the previous paragraph is used. to an inequality containing no power > 1 of y^(r) if :
i.e. n < 2 .
Therefore :
Lemma : If n < 2 and V = 0 . the function yi(t) satisfies an estimate :
where the continuous function C^ : 1R -» IR depends only on (S.g.P)
and, continuously, on y^(0) . and a Sobolev inequality shows that. for our C^°(T) fields, the L°°n orm of 't' admits an estimate :
GLOBAL EXISTENCE
ll't'll oo < C(t) .
L ( S ^ )
The function V(l't»1 2 ) . V ( 14*1) and V"(14'l) . and, if g is non flat :
We set, for C^°(T) fields : which leads to an integral inequality containing only powers -and 1 of y^ , when the estimates previously found for y and y. are used.
Note that the use of the more general Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality: We now consider the case V ^ 0 . We deduce from the estimate of y(t) and a Sobolev inequality that. for a C^°(T) field we have, if n = 2 (12.3) ll't'll q < C(t) . 2 < q < oo .
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hence the coefficient of C^ in (11.1) is bounded by :
(12.4) [ t (IKIVd-t'l 2 )! <• IVd'M 2 )!!^! 2 )!^!!^ 11V 2 .1.11^} dr .
which will lead to a term at most linear in 11V 2 't'll 2 . . hence linear in y, ("r) , through the use of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg estimate for V't* and (12.3) if V is C 2 and its derivatives V and V" have at most a power growth, that is. there exist constants C > 0 and numbers p . 1 < p < co . such that ;
(12.5) IV-(p) I . lV(p)l<CpP for p > l .
(Note that V and V" are bounded for p < 1 , since continuous.)
The inequality (12.2) will lead to an inequality at most linear in y^(-r) , if V is C 3 . and satisfies in addition to (12.4) :
(12.6) IV"(p)l<CpP for p > 1 .
From these results, and inspection of y(0) , y^(0) . y^(0 The Interaction potential is C 3 , non negative, V(0) ' 0 , and V satisfies (12.5), (12.6) .
CONCLUSION.
The proof of global existence of solutions of the Y.M.H. system, or even of the sourceless Y.M. equations on a general regularly hyperbolic manifold of dimension 4 does not follow from the standard use of Sobolev and Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities in view of obtaining the required a priori estimates.
The Eardley-Moncrief method for proving L°° estimates of F and 4' does not seem to extend to non conformally flat space-times. The problem is therefore open to know if the Y.M. equations admit, or do not admit, global solutions on a general regularly hyperbolic manifold
